Wednesday, July 12, 2017

Big Stocks, Big Acres.
On June 30th we got the Quarterly Grain Stocks &
Planted Acreage reports from USDA, and then on July
12th we got the monthly Supply & Demand report from
USDA. Both sets of reports provided us bearish
numbers to bookend what has been a somewhat bullish
weather situation. This has certainly created A LOT of
volatility in the futures markets the last two weeks!
In the July 12th report, USDA basically incorporated their
grain stocks & acres into their balance sheets. They did
not make changes to yields, other than wheat (& very
small tweaks to cotton & rice). The biggest changes were
in wheat, corn, & soybeans (right). All of the increases
are signified by GREEN highlights & decreases by PINK
highlights. Some of those were:
Wheat – Big cuts in old & new crop feed demand offset
the cut in acres & a 1.1 bpa drop in yield. This really
dampened the bulls’ case that winter wheat markets
should follow the spring wheat weather market higher,
Corn – USDA’s planted acres, 900,000 more than March
intentions, basically added 190 million bushels to the
bottom line. USDA did not adjust yield in the July
report. That will likely happen in August. In the
meantime, traders are dealing with big stocks numbers.
Soybeans – USDA did not increase acres like the trade
expected, but did increase old crop export demand.
Ending stocks are still large for both crop years, but not
quite as large as a month ago.
Cotton – USDA lowered production & ending stocks
slightly, but still would be the largest since 2008‐09.
Rice – USDA lowered acres/yield/production, but also
cut demand. Ending stocks dropped slightly.

USDA made a number of changes to the MYA (Market
Year Average) price estimates for the 2016‐17 year,
which ends August 31, and for the 2017‐18 year. The
2016‐17 wheat price of $3.89 should be the final price
that’s used to determine PLC and ARC payments, to be
made this October. The 2017‐18 MYA estimates won’t
be final until next August, and those coupled with 2017
county yields will be used to determine ARC & PLC (price
only) payments to be made next fall.
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Now back to the weather market.
With planted acres basically set, and demand
estimates not likely to change much in the near
future, the big variable left in the equation is
YIELD – for all crops! As I mentioned on the
first page, between the two USDA reports, and
now since this last one, weather has been, is, &
will be the dominant market factor. Markets
have reacted positively to excessive heat &
drought in the west, and to a much lesser
extent too much rain in the east. Going
forward, it’s about weather at pollination and
seed development.
On August 10 USDA will release its first “real”
estimate for spring crops, based on surveys &
plant population counts. Over the next few
weeks analysts will release their own guesses as
to what yields will be. We’ve already had a
couple of weather firms put out corn & soybean
estimates. The corn & soybean stocks matrixes
(left) show various possibilities for ending stocks
given different acre & yield scenarios. USDA’s
current corn & soybean yield estimates of 170.7
& 48.0 bushels respectively leave both crops
with surpluses. But…if the corn yield creeps
down into the mid‐160’s or the soybean yield to
46 or less, stocks would tighten for both crops.
That’s why weather over the next few weeks,
and changing yield estimates, will continue to
move our markets. Follow the daily Grain
Market Outlook letter for updates to these
stocks matrixes as we get more analyst
estimates in the weeks ahead.
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